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1. Introduction 

For the beginning, many times I use the NSWP acronym. It means “non-Soviet Warsaw Pact”. I use when I 

speak generally about all non-Soviet WPACT members. WPACT = Warsaw Pact. 

The smallest maneuvering unit in WPACT army structure was the battalion. Most of WPACT members used 

battalion  regiment  division  army structure. Hungary from 1987 started to adopt (partially only on 

paper) larger brigades instead regiments, it was different comparing to classical regiment based system. This 

was because of the planned opponent, the Italian Army structure. As I can know Yugoslavia and Bulgaria use 

regiment and brigade either, but Poland, Checzslovakia, East Germany and until 1986 Hungary used the 

“classic” battalion  regiment  division  army system, therefore I explain that to modeling. 

2. Army and air defense structure and organization of USSR and NSWP 

2.1 Structure from battalion to army group (“front”) 

This modeling guideline doc. is strongly based on FM 100-2-3 but of course I used lots of other sources either. 

The FM 100-2-3 seems to me fairly accurate in general, the national avoidances and differences of each 

WPACT member can be derived and compared to Soviet structure. 

I explain first the theoretical / nominal Soviet structure what the Soviet Union had then I explain how different 

and weaker were many times what NSWP countries had comparing to this theoretical qty. and quality. 

Below is a motorized rifle battalion according to FM 100-2-3. The marked highlighted items are important for 

modeling.  

 
Fig.1 – Motorized rifle battalion 
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Below is motorized rifle regiment according to FM 100-2-3. The marked highlighted items are important for 

modeling. 

 
Fig.2 – Motorized rifle regiment 

Below is a motorized rifle divison according to FM 100-2-3. The marked highlighted items are important for 

modeling. The ratio between BTR and BMP equipped regiments was 2:1. 

 
Fig.3 – Motorized rifle division 

 The main and most important part are the “fighting force” (red), APCs, IFVs,  tanks and their air defenses. 

 The second most important are the HQ, mortar, artillery and anti-tank units. 

 The rest are not important, they cannot be modeled as level what would worth to spend resource to 

model and put them and slot limitation of Falcon system also should be considered. 
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Fig.4 

 The core part of a motorized rifle battalion is 3x motorized rifle company (red), rest are support forces. 

The 3x mot. rifle company had about total 40-50 APC or IFV + battalion commander vehicle. 

 Air defense platoon (blue) consisted one platoon MANPAD. One platoon had 4x squads, each squad with 

2x launchers + 1x commander = total 9x MANPAD launchers / battalion. (Each MANPAD launchers with 

two reloads). Depending in timeframe and WPACT country this could be Strela-2/3 (SA-7/14) or Igla-1  

(SA-16) 

 Mortar battery (green), 8x 82/120 mm mortars. 

 
Fig.5 

Motorized rifle regiment with air defense, important items of regiment are the following: 

3x motorized rifle battalions (red) 1x tank battalion (yellow) Air defense battalion (blue) 

SP howitzer battalion (green) antitank missile batter (grey) regimental HQ (orange) 

 
On the next page the structure of a division is shown with a different look to make more easier 

understandable the fighting force and air defense. Colors are from Fig.3 and Fig.5, but all support units are 

grouped in a single cell on their level with, they are marked with grey color.  
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M o t o r i z e d  d i v i s o n  i n  W P A C T  ( S o v i e t )  
C h a r t  1  

battalions regiments division 

1.  tank battalion  

1.  
tank regiment  
same air defense what mot. rifle 
battalion had 

motorized rifle division*** 
3x mot. rifle regiments 
1x tank regiment 
 
air defense regiment provides the 
division level air defense 
1x SA-8 Osa AKM regiment with 
 
 5x SA-8 batteries in total with 

 20x target channels (5x4)  
120x missiles (5x4x6) 
 

each battery with: 

 1x command vehicle 

 4x 9A33 TELAR vehicle  
6x missiles / TELAR 

  2x 9T217BM2 TZM missile 
carrier/loader  
12x missiles / vehicle 

 
+ division HQ with 6x MANPAD 
launchers* 
 

The plan was replace with  
SA-15 Tor regiment  
1x Tor regiment 
 

 5x Tor batteries 

 1x command battery 
20x fire channels (5x4)  
160x missiles (5x4x8) 

 
each battery with: 

 1x 9S737 comd. vehicle 

 4x 9A331 TELAR vehicle 
8x missiles/vehicle 

  2x 9T244 missile carrier/loader 

2.  tank battalion  

3.  tank battalion  

4.  

motorized rifle battalion 
nominally 40-50 + 2 cmd. APC/IFV  
 
1x Strela-2/3 or Igla-1 air defense 
platoon, each platoon with 4x squads, 
each squads with 2x MANPAD launcher 
/ squad + 1 cmd. launcher = total 9x 
launchers / battalion.* 

2.  motorized rifle regiment (BTR) 
 
1xbattery with 2x platoon 

 1x ZSU-23-4 Shilka platoons, 
each platoon 4x ZSU-23 
vehicles. 

 1x Strela-1/10 platoon, each 
platoon with 4x vehicles-** 
 

+ regiment HQ with 3x MANPAD 
launchers, depending on era  
Strela-2/3 (SA-7/14) or Igla-1  
(SA-16)  during Cold War 

5.  motorized rifle battalion 

6.  motorized rifle battalion 

7.  

tank battalion – nominally 30 + 1 
cmd. tank 
 
Does not have MANPAD defense 
according to FM 100-2-3. 

8.  motorized rifle battalion 

3.  motorized rifle regiment (BTR) 
9.  motorized rifle battalion 

10.  motorized rifle battalion 

11.  tank battalion 

12.  motorized rifle battalion 

4.  motorized rifle regiment (BMP) 

13.  motorized rifle battalion 

14.  motorized rifle battalion 

15.  tank battalion 

 

Support units per battalion:  
 
mortar battery, supply platoon, signal 
platoon, etc., 
 
 
In fact the air defense platoon 
(MANPAD) should be here, but I put 
them upper cells to make more easily 
countable the air defense. 

 

Support units per regiment:  
 
recon company, engineer company, 
chemical protection platoon, 
howitzer battalion, etc. 
 
In fact the air defense battery 
should be here, but I put them 
upper cells to make more easily 
countable the air defense  

Support units per division:  
 
recon battalion, ballistic missile 
battalion (SSM), artillery regiment 
etc. 
 
In fact the air defense regiment 
should be here, but I put them 
upper cells to make more easily 
countable the air defense 

 

* 3 missiles for each launcher. In 1990 Soviet Union already phased out Strela-2, and Strela-3 mostly (?) was 
replaced with Igla-1 (SA-16). 

** In 1990 Soviet Union already phased out Strela-1, only some NSWP countries used. The plan was replace  
4+4 Shilka + Strela-10 with 6x 2K22M Tunguska. 

*** Because of delayed development and production of Osa SAM system (SA-8) many NSWP countries bough Kub  
(SA-6) air defense regiments for motorized instead Osa regiments. Some of them later bought Osa then SA-6 was 
forwarded to tank/armored divisions but for example Hungary never bought Osa. In a later chart quantities will 
be explained. This is why in FM 100-2-3 mentioned the divisional level SAM protection as “sometimes Osa 
sometimes” Kub.  
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Fig.6 

On the next page the structure of a division is shown with a different look to make more easier 

understandable the fighting force and air defense. Colors are from Fig.3 and Fig.6, but all support units are 

grouped in a single cell on their level with, they are marked with grey color 
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T a n k / a r m o r e d  d i v i s i o n  i n  W P A C T  ( S o v i e t )  
C h a r t  2  

battalions regiments division 

1.  tank battalion 

1.  
tank regiment  
same air defense what mot. rifle 
battalion had 

tank/armored  division 
3x tank regiments 
1x mot. rifle regiment 
 
air defense regiment provides the 
division level air defense 
1xKub (SA-6) regiment with 

 5 db Kub batteries in total with 
5 target channels 
60x missiles (5x4x3) on TEL 
 

each battery with: 

 1x SURN fire control and search 
radar (Straigth Flush) provided 
1x target channel 
1 x target channel, up to 3 
missiles for a single target 

 4x launchers (TELs) 
3x missiles / TEL 

(+ reload) 
 
+ division HQ with 6xMANPAD 
launchers* 
 

The plan was replace with  
SA-15 Tor regiment  
1x Tor regiment 
 

 5x Tor batteries 

 1x command battery 
20x fire channels (5x4)  
160x missiles (5x4x8) 

 
each battery with: 

 1x 9S737 comd. vehicle 

 4x 9A331 TELAR vehicle 
8x missiles/vehicle 

  2x 9T244 missile carrier/loader 

2.  tank battalion 

3.  tank battalion 

4.  tank battalion 

2.  tank regiment  5.  tank battalion 

6.  tank battalion 

7.  tank battalion 

3.  tank regiment  8.  tank battalion 

9.  tank battalion 

10.  motorized rifle battalion 
– nominally 40-50 + 2 cmd. 
APC/IFV  
1x Strela-2/3 or Igla-1 air defense 
platoon, each platoon with 4x squads, 
each squads with 2x MANPAD launcher 
/ squad + 1 cmd. launcher = total 9x 
launchers / battalion.* 

4.  motorized rifle regiment (BMP) 
1xbattery with 2x platoons 

 1x ZSU-23-4 Shilka platoon, each 
platoon 4x ZSU-23 vehicles. 

 1x Strela-1/10 platoon, each 
platoon with 4x vehicles.** 
 

+ regiment HQ with 3x MANPAD 
launchers, depending on era  
Strela-2/3 (SA-7/14) or Igla-1  
(SA-16)  during Cold War 

11.  motorized rifle battalion 

12.  motorized rifle battalion 

13.  

tank battalion – nominally 30 + 1 
cmd. tank 
 
Does not have MANPAD defense 
according to FM 100-2-3. 

 

Support units per battalion:  
 
mortar battery, supply platoon, signal 
platoon, etc., 
 
In fact the air defense platoon 
(MANPAD) should be here, but I put 
them upper cells to make more easily 
countable the air defense. 

 

Support units per regiment:  
 
recon company, engineer company, 
chemical protection platoon, 
howitzer battalion, etc. 
 
In fact the air defense battery 
should be here, but I put them upper 
cells to make more easily countable 
the air defense 

Support units per division:  
 
recon battalion, ballistic missile 
battalion (SSM), artillery regiment 
etc. 
 
In fact the air defense regiment 
should be here, but I put them 
upper cells to make more easily 
countable the air defense 

 

On the next page you can see how is built up a “Front” unit. 1 Front is = army group (AG). Some army group 

would be built up by two but some would be built up by three armies. On East-Germany – Czechoslovakia – 

West-Germany frontline would be a “three army” frontline with 2x mechanized rifle army and 1x tank army  

with +1 reserve armored division. (This reserve armored is not displayed in the table.)  

                                                           
1
 Front is just a technical term to an organization which consist armies, a front not necessarily has “border” with the enemy.  
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F R O N T =  A R M Y  G R O U P  
C h a r t  3  

Divisions Army Divisions Army Depending on goal, location and date 2-3 
armies (here is 2x) are built a front/AG. 
Depending on date and goal could be huge 
difference what an army had because 
rearming with new stuff never happened in 
the same time for the whole army, not even 
for divisions. Also was a factor armies 
always were built up by Soviet + NSWP 
forces which were much weaker comparing 
to level of USSR considering qty. and quality 
either. 
 
The army group covered about 200-250 km 
wide frontline, one army about 100 km. 

 
The front level air defense was provided by 
the same Krug brigade until late ‘80s or 
even later what did for army. Until 1990 
only about two S-300V brigades were 
manufactured, one was located in East-
Germany. 
 
The plan was replace the Krug brigade with 
S-300V (SA-12B) brigaded, it consists: 

 

 1x commanding battery  

 4x firing batteries in total with 
24x target channels (16+8 ABM) 
120x missiles (96+24 ABM) 

 
each firing battery with: 

 2x “normal” firing units 

 1x ABM firing unit 

 1x Grill Pan fire control radar 

 
each ABM firing unit with 

 2x 9A82 PU launcher, 2x2 missiles 

 1 9A84 PZU launcher/loader, 1x2 missiles 

 
each normal firing unit with 

 2x 9A83 PU launcher, 2x4 missiles 

 1x 9A85 PZU launcher/loader,1x4 missiles 

motorized rifle division 

tank / armored army 
2-4x armored divisions, (here is 3x) 
0-2x mot. rifle divisions, (here is 2x) 
 
air defense regiment provides the  
army level air defense: 
 
1x Krug (SA-4) brigade with: 

 3x Krug battalions in total: 
9x (3x3) target channels 
54x missiles on TELs (3x3x6) 
(+ reload) 

 
for each battalion: 

 3x firing batteries 

 1 db Long Track long range EW search 
radar 

 
for each firing battery: 

 1x Pat Hand fire control radar  
1x target channel 

 3x launcher / TEL 
2x missiles / TEL 

 

The plan was replace the SA-4 with Buk 
(SA-11) regiment Only a very few SA-11 
brigade was manufactured until 1990.  
 
One Buk brigade consisted in total: 

 4x Buk battalions 

 1x command batt. (? with 2x radars?) 
24x target channels (4x6)r 
192x missiles on TELs/TELARs (4x3x16)  

 
each battalion consisted: 

 3x firing batteries 
 
Each battery consisted: 

 2x SOU/TELAR, 4x missiles / TELAR 

 1x  PZU/TEL 8x missiles / TEL 
(+ reload) 

motorized rifle division 

motorized rifle army 
4x mot. rifle divisions 
1x armored divisions, 
 
air defense regiment provides the  
army level air defense: 
1x Krug (SA-4) brigade with: 
 

 3x Krug battalions in total: 
9x (3x3) target channels 
54x missiles on TELs (3x3x6) 
(+ reload) 

 
for each battalion: 

 3x firing batteries 

 1 db Long Track long range EW search 
radar 

 
for each firing battery: 

 1x Pat Hand fire control radar  
1x target channel 

 3x launcher / TEL 
2x missiles / TEL 

 

The plan was replace the SA-4 with Buk 
(SA-11) regiment Only a very few SA-11 
brigade was manufactured until 1990.  
 
One Buk brigade consisted in total: 

 4x Buk battalions 

 1x command batt. (? with 2x radars?) 
24x target channels (4x6)r 
192x missiles on TELs/TELARs (4x3x16)  

 
each battalion consisted: 

 3x firing batteries 
 
Each battery consisted: 

 2x SOU/TELAR, 4x missiles / TELAR 

 1x  PZU/TEL 8x missiles / TEL 
(+ reload) 

motorized rifle division motorized rifle division 

tank/armored division motorized rifle division 

tank/armored division motorized rifle division 

tank/armored division tank/armored division 
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Ok, now we know the size and qty. of air defense of units from battalion up to front/army group level, but how 

were built up these systems and what had their main capabilities? I explain them from the highest level to the 

lowest, from front/army group to battalion level. 

2.2 Front/army group level air defense 

2.2.1 2K11 Krug (SA-4) 

 Each front/army group had an 2K11 Krug (SA-4) brigade during the Cold War from mid ’60 in USSR, of 

course all front / army group got only in ‘70s in USSR. Some NSWP countries also used but only from late 

‘70s or ’80s and not all on front/AG level, sometimes had only on army level. See in the attached Excel 

table. 

o 1x Krug brigade consisted 3x firing battalions. 

 Each battalion had 3x firing batteries. Each battery had 3x mobile launchers each with 2x 

missiles, in total 6x missiles / battery. Pat Hand fire control radar could provide only a single 

target channel and only one missile could be guided. (In that time SA-2 Volhov could 3x 

missiles, and Neva could 2x missile on a single target.) 

So in total a Krug brigade had 9x target channels and 54x missiles on mobile launchers. 

On the picture below is a single firing battalion is displayed without the support vehicles, fuel 

trucks, transport trucks, etc., (This concept is used for every other systems what I show later.) 

Three times this is equal with a full Krug (SA-4) brigade. Max. engagement distance was 50 

km, max. altitude 24.5 km up to 800 m/s target speed. 

 
One Krug firing battalion without support vehicles. 

3x 2P24M1 launcher/TEL 

1S32M2 SNR 
Pat Hand  

fire control radar 

1Sz12M1 
Long Track 

long range EW radar 

Firing battalion 

Firing battery 

 

Firing battery 

 

Firing battery 
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Typical deployment of a single Krug firing battalion with 3x firing batteries. 

Some words about capability of Krug even most of these currently cannot be modeled with database and 

code. Kurg was very special regardless only one missile could be guided in the same time only on one target. 

First of all it was the first USSR SAM with mono-pulse targeting antenna which alone provided very different 

anti jam capability comparing to SA-2 and SA-3 either. 

Secondly used different antennas for tracking the missile and target. This provided limited ABM capability 

because antennas, the pre aim could be calculated was not limited by the 20 deg wide beam what SA-2 Volhov 

had. Max. target speed of Krug was 800 m/s. 

Third factor, the FCR did not emitted signal continuously during the whole guidance because from data of EW 

radar (1S12 "Long Track" NOT the P-40) got updates to know when is required to emit guidance signals) so 

using even the 1-2 deg. narrow guidance beam was not necessary. This was the first analogue LPI radar, never 

exported outside of the WPACT. 

Fourth important factor was different vulnerability by first anti-radiation missile, the AGM-45 Shrike. With the 

AGM-45 Shrike, it was possible to launch only in case the launch platform flew in the wide fan shaped target 

tracking beam (~20 deg) of the SA-2A/B/C/E/F (Dvina, Desna, Volhov, whatever) system. In case LORO mode 

was used with the later SA-2E (SA-3A/B had only this target tracking mode, only SA-2E got this feature from 

the SA-2 family), the pencil beam of illumination was only about 1.7 deg during tracking and missile guidance. 

So literally only AC what could use AGM-45 which was targeted by SAM or flew very, very close to another AC 

which was targeted. (You can calculate the distance between AC based on distance from SAM.) With arrival of 

AGM-88 this difference disappeared, Krug became more or less as vulnerable by considering only aspect as 

any other SAMs.  

Osa used similar guidance method as Krug but it could guide two missiles on a single target. 
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Osa was similar to Krug, but was able to guide two missiles therefore antennas which were responsible to guidance were 

doubled comparing to Krug. 

One more note concerning to SEAD, but not SA-4.  

AGM-45 could not be launched on missile guidance signals (MGS) but MGS could be detected by RWR. So in 

Vietnam was developed a tactic to emit false with SA-2 Dvina MGS manually which many times leaded to jettison 

weapons to gain performance. Latest SA-2E Volhov did this false emitting automatically by the system for aim and 

launch and less trained operators never considered this function until 1986 when HARM showed its claws over 

Libya. This was good idea in late '60s and early '70s but became suicidal against US after introduction of HARM. 

Why? Because HARM could guide against MGS signals and not only if platform flies in wide beam of SA-2 but even 

against side lobes of 1.7 deg cone in LORO or against any SAM. Attacking by side lobes is possible to literally any 

direction depending of signal strength and target distance. (You can call this "semi-all aspect" capability of SEAD.) 

So HARM also was not "all aspect" ARM, but comparing to AGM-45 a huge step forward. During AF if you check 

you can see that in all cases two SEAD flights approached target area with 90-110 deg offset. So in case one of 

flights is targeted (even S-300 which was assumed during the whole AF even they never arrived) the another flight 

could launch HARM into the back lobe. With AGM-45 this was not possible because the another flight could not 

detect anything with Shrike. 
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2.2.2 S-300V (SA-12A & SA-12B) 

Krug intended to be replaced by S-300V (SA-12B). First S-300V1 did not had ABM capability this was SA-12A. 

 An S-300V (SA-12B) brigade consisted 4x firing batteries and 1x commanding battery. 

o The commanding battery had 1x long range 360 degree EW search radar (9s15 Bill Board), 1x long 

range ballistic missile search radar (9s19 High Screen) and 1x commanding vehicle (9S475). 

o Each firing battery had 3x firing unit with a central fire control radar (9S32 Grill Pan). From the three 

firing unit 2x was “normal” firing unit against “slow” targets (aircraft) and 1x had ABM role. 

 Each „normal” firing unit 2x 9A83PU TELAR vehicles with 1x target channel and 4x missiles and 

1x 9A85PZU TEL/loader also with 4x missiles. Missile type is 9M83. 

 Each ABM firing unit had 2x 9A82 PU TELAR vehicles with 1x target channel and 2x missiles and 

1x 9A84 PZU TEL/loader also with 2x missiles. Missile type is 9M82. 

So, each TELAR had 1x target channel, these illuminated the target with CW radar in terminal 

phase until that point the Grill Pan radar and its equipment guided the missiles, 6x in the same 

time with radio command guidance. 

Of course the ABM missiles also could be used against aircraft moreover, one of its special 

mode was against stand of jammer targets, such as EF-111A. 9M82 had larger kinematic range 

than 9M83. 

So, in total in a single firing battery had: 

o 6x 9М82 ABM missiles with 2x ABM target channels. 

o 24x 9М83 missiles against „normal” targets with 4x target channels.  

The full S-300V brigade had 4x firing batteries, in total: 

 24x 9М82 ABM missiles with 8x target channels. 

 96x 9М83 missiles against „normal” targets with 16x target channels. 

The S-300V1 was different from S-300V, it did not had the ABM capability against Pershing II, because High 

Screen radar and the ABM firing units were not available. First S-300V1 entered in service in 1983. The max. 

target speed of on “normal” firing units were 1200 m/s, so even without the new ABM capability could be 

used against same ballistic missiles as the Krug (SA-4). 

As the S-300V system become ready for fielding only at the end of the Cold War, it was actually fielded in 

really limited numbers. (You can find here more about capabilities of S-300V.)2 As of today, in Google Earth 

only less than a half dozen S-300V brigades can be identified. 

 Kaliningrad, Gvardeysk 

 Ukraine, Uman 

 Armenia, Gyumri 

 Moscow, Naro-Fominsk 

 Far East, Tavrichanka 

 

                                                           
2
 http://simhq.com/forum/ubbthreads.php/topics/4159194/S-300V/VM_(SA-12/23_Giant_-_Gl  

http://simhq.com/forum/ubbthreads.php/topics/4159194/S-300V/VM_(SA-12/23_Giant_-_Gl
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One S-300V brigade with 4x batteries, each battery with 2x “normal” and 1x ABM firing units. 

S-300V battery requires the Grill Pan radar for guide missiles the 9A83 and 9A82 use CW illuminators in 

terminal phase to guide missiles. Even the 9A83 and 9A82 are operational in case Grill Pan is destroyed the 

battery is not operational. Comparing to S-300PT/PS/PMU battery where a single Flap Lid radar guided the 

missiles Grill Pan + CW illuminators provided much more target channels is terminal phase. 

 S-300PT/PS/PMU could guide missile on 6x targets, max. 12x missiles in flight but only 3x missile could 

be in terminal phase. (Patriot had the same limitation.) 

 An S-300V battery could guide max. 12x missiles or 6x targets because of CW illuminators all missiles 

could be in terminal phase in the same time. 

 

A historical remark about front/AG, army and divisional level air defense assets.  

Before Krug S-75 Volhov (SA-2) was used on front/AG and army level either. Many NSWP countries used Kub  

(SA-6) instead Krug (SA-4) on army level, because many of them never bought Krug. In Hungary after arrival of 

Krug the army level Kub units were transferred to divisions where they could replace S-60 AAA regiment(s).  

S-60 regiments were used before Osa or Kub either in motorized or tank divisions, second line units even after 

arrival of Kub / Osa many times had S-60 regiment or sometimes did not had any air defense, at all. 

Because lack of resources many NSWP divisions never had SAM regiments, not even in 1990. The SON-9 fire 

control radar of these S-60 regiments were based on WWII (!) SCR-584 US made radar, which USSR acquired 

via Lend Lease program. DPRK even today uses S-60, KS-12 and KS-19 as divisional level air defense because 

lack of mobile SAMs. 

  

9Sz15  
Bill Board radar 

9Sz19  
High Screen radar 

9Sz32  
Grill Pan 
radar 

9Sz457 
brigade 
command 
vehicle 

2x9A82 PU 

9A85 PZU 

9A85 PZU 

2x9A83 PU 

9A85 PZU 

2x9A83 PU 

S-300V brigade 

S-300V battery 

ABM firing unit 

“normal”firing 
unit 

“normal”firing 
unit 

S-300V battery 

S-300V battery 

S-300V battery 
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2.3 Army level air defense: 

2.3.1 2K11 Krug (SA-4) 

From the mid ‘60s Krug (SA-4) was used, the same qty. the a front / army group had as has been explained 

in 1.2.1. (Before Krug SA-2 Volhov used.) 

2.3.2 9K37M Buk M-1 (SA-11) 

From mid ‘80s plan was replace the Krug with Buk (SA-11) 

but only a very few full brigade was entered in service 

until the end of Cold War. Initially a part of Buk brigade 

could be integrated to Kub (SA-6) but this was so early 

period and unique usage which does not matter. Buk-M1 

was the first widely used variant. 

9K37 Buk-M1 brigade had 4x batteries, each battery had  

3x firing units. The brigade had one the command post 

vehicle the 9S52 Poljana-D4. (It is not on the image right.) 

Each battery has 1x Kupol 9S18(M1) EW search radar and 

1x command post vehicle, the 9S470(M1) and 3x firing 

units. A single firing unit is shown with dashed line on the 

right. 

Each firing unit had 2x 9A310(M1) TELAR and 1x 

9A39(M1) TEL. The TELAR had 1x target channel and 4x 

missiles, the TEL had 8x missiles.  

On the image right you can see a single battery with 3x 

firing units. Vehicles in yellow box are TELARs, in red box 

is the TEL. 

A single firing unit had: 

 2x target channels 

 2x4 + 8 = 16 missiles ready to launch (+reloads) 

A single battery had: 

 6x target channels 

 16x3 = 48 missiles ready to launch 

A brigade had: 

 24x target channels (Krug had only x9) 

 16x3 = 192 missiles ready to launch (Krug had only x54) 

Comparing to Krug (SA-4) Buk-M1 was a big step ahead both in qty. of missiles ready to launch and target 

channels but the engagement zone of a single firing unit was smaller. Was another weakness, Buk-M1 did 

not had ABM capability only Buk-M1-2 had this. Considering the capability of S-300V, the 1200 m/s max 

target speed for “normal firing units” of S-300V this was not so bad, the ABM role simply was given to  

S-300V. Only problem only a very few S-300V were manufactured even until 1991... 

9Sz18(M1) 9Sz470(M1) 

9A310(M1) 

9A39(M1) 

9A310(M1) 

9A39(M1) 9A39(M1) 

9A310(M1) 

9A310(M1) 

9A310(M1) 

9A310(M1) 
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2.3.3 2K12 Kub (SA-6) 

Many NSWP countries used instead of Krug on army level and some of them never replaced with Krug. See 

in the attached Excel table. 

2.4 Division level air defense: 

Each division had an Osa (SA-8) or Kub (SA-6) regiment during the Cold War from mid ’70 in USSR. The 

development of Osa was delayed. The first Osa variant with only 4x missiles entered in service only in 1973 but 

only with 12x Osa vehicles. Later AK and AKM had 6x missiles. NSWP countries acquired first Osa SAMs only in 

‘80s. Some NSWP countries never bought Osa, some bought and replaced Kub in motorized divisions. (See in 

attached Excel table this.) The original conception was 1x Osa regiment to every motorized divisions and 1xKub 

regiment to every armored division. 

2.4.1 2K12 Kub (SA-6) 

The usage of Kub was very simple, the 5x batteries could provide larger engagement zone and altitude than 

Osa. They were deployed to defend the key elements of a division, they were not directly assigned to 

regiments or battalions as I know. They did not had to deployed as close to frontline as Osa, but their 

mobility was weaker. The “deployment” of Osa meant simply it had to stop to use radar to guide and 

launch a missile. 

2.4.2 9K33 Osa (SA-8) 

The place in structure and in application Osa was different. Even it was divisional level asset in fact the 

brigade was “sliced” and was assigned to regiments moreover, in fact to battalions. In total were 20x Osa 

vehicles a single SAM regiment. Each regiment in the division got 4x Osa vehicles as well the recon battalion 

of the division. (4x regiments + 1x recon battalion) = 5x4 Osa = 1 Osa regiment. 

They important how would this happened in wartime. In peacetime the structure was different from war 

time. The armies and the front also would existed in wartime, it would be built up from USSR + NSWP 

divisions. 

In a motorized division were 4x regiments, 3x motorized regiments and 1x tank/armored regiment as you 

could see in Chart 1. Each motorized regiment had 4xbattalions in peacetime, 3x motorized and 1x tank. 

They key in wartime the tank battalions in motorized regiments would were dispersed among battalions. So 

the ~30 tanks were assigned to motorized battalions, 10 tanks to each battalion. After this “disperse” in a 

single motorized regiment were 3x battalions, each with 40-50APC/IFV + 10 tanks. Two battalions would 

attacked, the another was in reserve in a single motorized regiment. The tank regiment also was in reserve 

or could be sent reinforcement where it was successful the attack or could be used freely.3 Therefore... 

In peacetime a motorized regiment: 

1. motorized battalion (~40 db BTR-60/70/80 or BMP-1/2) 

2. motorized battalion (~40 db BTR-60/70/80 or BMP-1/2) 

3. motorized battalion (~40 db BTR-60/70/80 or BMP-1/2) 

1. tank battalion (~ 31 db T-55/62/72/80) 

(+ support units what have been explained, with regiment AD units, SA-9/13 and ZSU-23-4) 

 

 

                                                           
3
 The doctrine of WPACT and USSR were different. Reinforcement and additional units were sent where the attack was 
successful and breaking the frontline was successful.  
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In wartime a motorized regiment: 

1. motorized battalion (~~40 db BTR-60/70/80 or BMP-1/2+ 10 db tanks) with 2x Osa,  

2. motorized battalion (~40 db BTR-60/70/80 or BMP-1/2, +10 db tanks), with 2x Osa 

3. motorized battalion ~40 db BTR-60/70/80 or BMP-1/2+10 db tanks) had no Osa air defense 

(+ support units what have been explained, with regiment AD units, SA-9/13 and ZSU-23-4) 

 

Each attacking motorized battalion got 2xOsa vehicles (in pair), the battalion in reserve did not get Osa. So 

this means the fighting regiments had 2x2 Osa which means 4x4 = 16 + 4x Osa was assigned to recon 

battalion of the division. Let’s call the 2x2 Osa as battery. 

Each battery had an 9S482 BTR-60 PU-12 mobile command vehicle. This made possible to use a digital data 

link (telekód rendszer) and get data front divisional level EW search radars up to 25-30 km distance instead 

relying on voice radio communication. Not only the Osa, but the regiment level air defense equipments also 

could use this kind of data link. 

Paired Osa units followed the attacking forces about 1.5-3 km, distance between two Osa vehicles was 

about 0.5 km, between the two paired units was about 3 km. (Depending on terrain and how the battalions 

attacked the target. 
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2.4.3 S-60 AAA 

In case no SAM regiment was available S-60 AAA regiments meant the division air defense. One regiment 

had 1x core/command battery and 4x firing battery. 

 Command battery had 2x P-15 Flat face radar and aux. vehicles 

 Each firing battery had 1x SON-9 / RPK-1 fire control radar with 6x S-60 57 mm AAA gun. A total 

regiment had 24x gun. In the attached Excel table firing batteries are displayed, so x4 means a fully 

equipped S-60 AAA regiment, x6 is also regiment in the table, but East Germany had larger 

regiments. (Fliegerabwehrkanonenregiment) 

2.4.4 MANPAD defense for division HQ 

The HQ air defense, in the previous charts only the regiment HQ was mentioned each with 3x MANPAD 

launchers, but division HQ also had MANPAD defense, 6x launchers each with 3x missiles. 

2.5 Regiment level air defense: 

2.5.1 9K31 Strela1 & 9K35 Strela-10 (SA-9 & SA-13) 

4x vehicles in each regiment. I’m not 100% sure, but according diagrams of FM 100-2-1 these also were 

dispersed, each attacking battalion got 2x. Were determined formations and distances but they are not 

important because in Falcon we cannot model their movement within the battalion. 

2.5.2 ZSU-23 Shilka 

4x vehicles in each regiment. I’m not 100% sure, but according diagrams of FM 100-2-1 these also were 

dispersed, each attacking battalion got 2x. Were determined formations and distances but they are not 

important because in Falcon we cannot model their movement within the battalion. 

2.5.3 2K22 Tunguska 

6x vehicles in each regiment, the 6x Tunguska were planned to replace the 4+4 Strela-10 + ZSU-23-4, 3-3 

would be given to each attacking battalion. 

2.5.4 MANPAD defense for regiment HQ 

Regiment HQ had MANPAD defense, 3x launchers, each launcher with 3x missiles. 

2.6 Battalion level air defense: 

2.6.1 Strela-2M (SA-7b), Igla-1 (SA-16), Igla (SA-18) 

It is very simple, they had the previously mentioned MANPAD platoon, each with 8+1 launchers, each launcher 

with 3x missiles. Depending on date and country it could be Strela-2M (SA-7b), Igla-1 (SA-16) or Igla (SA-18). 
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3. Deviations of NSWP air defense comparing to USSR, quantity and quality 

In the attached Excel table only the army and division level quantities are shown but even just checking this is 

obvious how weaker was NSWP forces comparing to Soviet forces. 

3.1 Hungary 

 The air defense of battalions was weaker, instead 8 + 1 = 9x MANPAD launchers/battalion only  

4 + 1 = 5x launchers were available. Igla-1 (SA-16) only for the same battalion which had Strela-10, see 

below. Rest of them had only Strela-2M. 

 The air defense of regiments were only half of Soviet forces. So instead 1+1 platoon of  

ZSU-23-4+ SA-9/13 only one of them was available. 

o Tank regiments had 4xZSU-23-4, Strela-1/10 (SA-9/13) was not available. 

o Motorized regiments had Strela-1/10 (SA-9/13) ZSU-23-4 was not available. Only one (!) 

battalion had in the entire Hungarian Army Strela-10 (4x launcher vehicles) rest had only 

Strela-1. 

 Hungary never bought Osa (SA-8), so all division should have Kub (SA-6) regiments but Hungary never 

was able to provide full Kub regiments to any divisions. Hungary had 6x divisions (1x tank,  

5x motorized rifle), but only 11x Kub batteries. Only the 1x tank division and 2x first echelon mot. rifle 

divisions had Kub but none of them ever had 5xKub batteries/division, they had 4/4/3 batteries.4 The 

rest of three divisions had S-60 AAA regiments. 

 On army level only 2/3 of Krug (SA-4) brigade was bought. Soviet army had Krug brigade with 3x firing 

battalions with x9 target channels, while Hungary had only Krug regiment with 2x firing batteries. Krug 

was bought only 1981 until that Kub (SA-6) was used on army level which means Kub was not available 

for divisions until 1981, only S-60 AAA regiments were attached to divisions. 

 Hungary did not had front level SAM air defense, on this front Soviet forces would provide for this the 

joint army of Hungary and USSR. 

 Even never happened but illustrated the financial limits and intentions of Hungary. For the planned 

upgrade in ‘90s USSR offered Buk M-1, but instead a bull Buk brigade offered what they called is Buk 

regiment which was only ¼ of a full brigade, so 1x battery instead 4x batteries. Finland bought this Buk 

regiment in 1996 for 160 million USD without any higher level command post and radars of a Buk 

brigade. Buk was not cheap... 

3.2 Czechoslovakia 

 CZ had 10 divisions. but never had ZSU-23-4, M53/59 Praga were 

used. For regiments 4x M53/59 were attached with 4x Strela-10 

similar to Soviet units, but only three divisions had these 

composition and only from 1987. CZ bought Strela-10 in between 

1983 and 1988, in total 44x vehicles for 11x regiments. (11x 

platoons) As I know rest of the division did not had regiment level 

air defense at all. CZ has only one platoon of Strela-1 (4x vehicles) 

                                                           
4
 On the attached Excel table is the not the “classical” regiment based structure used for Hungary, it uses the new brigade 
based structure. In the table next to the numbers I attached both the 1986 and 1987 OBB to see easier the SA-4, SA-6 and  
S-60 AAA units. 
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was bought in 1978. 

 From 10 divisions five had fully equipped SAM units after 1986 and one almost was full (4x Kub 

batteries), but armies had only Kub (SA-6) instead Krug (SA-4). SA-6 had much less engagement zone 

and did not had ABM capability up to 800 m/s target speed. 

3.3 East Germany 

 On Military District (army) level only 2/3 of Krug (SA-4) brigades were bought. Soviet army had Krug 

brigade with 3x firing battalions with x9 target channels, while East Germany had only Krug regiment s 

with 2x firing batteries. Krug regiments were armed  in 1978 and 1980. 

 On division level, both tank divisions had the fully equipped KUB regiments (5 batteries), but for the 

nine motorized rifle divisions, the picture is more mixed. Two divisions had fully equipped OSA 

regiments, three divisions with reduced regiments with 4 KUB battery, and the last 4 division were still 

armed with x6 batteries of S-60 AAA gun regiments only. 

 On regiment level, the picture is even more mixed. Roughly less than a quarter of regiments had full y 

complemented 4 Shilka and 4 Strela-10, all the others were varied with Shilka plus the older Strela-1 to 

the no air defense at all. 

 On battalion level, 1896 pieces of Strela-2M, and just 75 pieces of Igla-1 were in the inventory. 

I do not have detailed information about rest of WPACT countries on battalion and regiment level. Regardless of 

this I can guess if Hungary and Czechoslovakia had such weaknesses comparing to Soviet nominal quantity and 

quality very likely other WPACT member also had... 

3.4 WPACT army air defense deviations on army and division level 

In the attached Excel table you can see information about all WPACT member countries on front, army and 

divisional level. You can see even in 1988/89 how less and weaker were WPACT air defense comparing to 

nominal Soviet level.  

Many WPACT countries never bought at all what USSR had (for ex. Hungary SA-8) and in ‘80s NSWP countries 

still used lots of S-60 AAA regiments – ½- ⅓ of divisions, depending on NSWP country did not have SAM on 

division level at all – when Soviet forces already had a few Buk-M1 (SA-11)5 and S-300V (SA-12B)6 and Tor  

(SA-15) and Tunguska (SA-19) were on the way to troops in 1990 and S-60 disappeared quite long time ago. 

So at first sight WPACT air defense maybe it seems very strong but this is not true because the armies and 

army groups would be composed by Soviet and NSWP forces. A fully equipped army with 100% nominal Soviet 

power exists only in theory. In reality, the real power of a mixed army or NSWP + USSR would be much weaker 

even if you mix the best NSWP divisions wit Soviet but in other cases the contrast is much higher, and this is 

not concerning only on air defense. In the ‘80s Soviet tank division had T-64BV, T-72B, T-80B, and similar 

advanced tanks while NWSP countries mostly relied on variants of T-55 and had only some T-72 but not such 

advanced tanks what Soviet forces had. 

Among attachments you can find a longer document which explains how would be built up the fronts from 

divisions of USSR + NSWP. 

  

                                                           
5
 In Hungary was a fully brigade. 

6
 In East Germany was a full brigade. 
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4. Modeling the air defense and army structure with BMS4.33 database 

structure 

4.1 Basic and initial considerations for database and campaign modeling 

Considering capabilities and limitations of the code and database is not possible to model in 1:1 scale any 

campaigns for any theaters in case we are speaking about large scale conflicts. Why? Because of 

supply/reinforcement system and many other abstractions make pointless this attempt. The only goal can be 

build up rescaled campaigns keeping the ratio between different type of units considering real life quantities 

and balance issues. 

One of the biggest limitation is the size of a “battalion” in database considering the total size of a real life 

battalion, especially because of the effect of difficulty settings in Falcon BMS4 (or any Falcon 4.0 legacy game). 

More exactly, each slider in difficulty setting determine how many “database battalion slots” are used for 

battalions on both sides. In Tactical engagement all slots are used. Battalions have 16 slots each slot can 

contains max. 3 vehicles. 

The point of my whole concept to have at least 12 slots because it is impossible to create balanced and 

functional battalions using less slots than 12. Would be better if you could use all 16 slots for red side but this 

means the red side would have only 8 slots . (This is ace difficulty setting.) It would be insane to use 16 slots to 

model a Soviet/NSWP battalion but other side have to do the same only with 8 where many times in RL are 

brigades which are larger than regiments. (PvP campaigns can be issue but they are played 3rd party theaters, 

so even core database will be different with small adjustments can be used core DB.) 

From my point of view the battalions should be built up as way to have at least the battalion and regiment 

level air defense. This means MANPAD, Strela-1/10, ZSU-23-4, Tunguska (SA-19), Osa (SA-8) and Tor (SA-15). 

How? As way even and if you set higher difficulty blue side should loose only fighting (tanks, APC/IFV) units 

while red side gets fighting units and maybe extra MANPAD defense by difficulty level change but nothing else. 

Of course this mean that fighting units/air defense unit ratio is not be constant. This is the best what you can 

do if you wish to keep the effect of difficulty level slider. This +/- effect should not mean more than 25% of 

fighting force and also should be avoided to have too strong effect of squadron sizes. 

Below a certain squadron size AI has issues to generate well missions therefore my recommendation none of 

tactical fighter sq. (except SOJ squadrons if any campaign ever had any) should not be smaller than 12 aircraft 

even on ace difficulty level. At veteran level sq. with advanced AC on red side can get +2 aircraft (MiG-

27/29/31, Su-22/24/25/27, etc.), sq. with older aircraft can get +2-4 (J-5/6,H-5,Q-5,MiG-21/23), etc. while blue 

side should not get any penalty. On Ace level advanced sq. should get +1, older sq. +2, blue side at this level 

gets -2 penalty but still with 12 aircraft limitation. So the base size of blue sq. should have 12-16 using only the 

first 8 slots in battalions. Using any difficulty below rookie is pointless you cannot build such flexible database. 

With exact examples below assuming player is on blue side: 

 
Effect of difficulty settings on used slots for battalions. 
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Aircraft squadron sizes 
slot 

number 
F-15 F-111 A-7/A-6 J-5 MiG-21bis Su-27 

0 2 2 2 2 2 2 

1 2 2 2 2 2 2 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

3 2 2 2 2 2 2 

4 2 2 2 2 2 2 

5 2 2 2 2 2 2 

6 2 2 2 2 2 2 

7 0 0 2 2 2 2 

8 2 2 0 2 0 0 

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 0 0 2 0 0 0 

11 0 0 0 0 0 0 

12 0 0 0 2 2 2 

13 0 0 0 0 0 0 

14 0 0 0 2 2 1 

15 0 0 0 2 0 0 

rookie 
veteran 

ace 

16 
16 
14 

16 
16 
14 

 
18 
20 
24 

 
14 
16 
17 

 

Another problem how the code can handle ground units. Not only in the composition of battalion, but even on 

vehicle level have to be made very strong decisions because of modeling limitation and abstractions. From my 

point of view Falcon is not able to model the infantry considering lots of factors. Their speed, being able to 

hidden, IVF/APC vehiles cannot transport and unload troops, and in RL infantry do not march at long distances 

on foot. These are the main problems. 

What does this mean? The vehicles which carry infantry should get all the weapons what the transported inf. 

squad has. The MG, RPG, ATGM, MANPAD, etc. Currently I cannot see other way to model proper firepower 

for motorized rifle regiments. This means a single type of BTR should have many variantions depeding what it 

models, the type of weapon and also the era.Currently BMS4 already has such vehicle, for example the  

BTR-60. 

Of course BMS4 does not have such good land battle modeling capability such as Wargame : Red Dragon or 

any tactical games which models ground war, but difference in capabilites between an late ‘70s and ealy ‘90s 

battalion should be represented both in 2D and 3D world. 

Through exact examples T-64/T-72/T-80 had many variants, all had different variant in from ‘70s to ‘90s. Of 

couse we do not need dozens of different tank variants from each type, we need just as many to make 

stronger a late ‘80s tank battalion comparing to a late ‘70s. Regardless is not exact abstraction of RL T-64B 

could represent ‘70s, T-72B early ‘80s and late ‘80s tank could be T-80BV but of course as many can be 

modeled in database as we need and wish. 

In Falcon database are lots of useless untis and vehicles which can be recycled but for proper modeling only 

USSR and WPACT battalion requires many. So many that I’m 100% sure lots of new vehicles and battalions 

have to be created even all unless vehiles are recycled. 
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Here comes some examples how many BTR-60 is needed to model only a late early ‘80s Soviet motorized rifle 

battalion: 

BTR-60 (rifl),this is what currently has Falcon BMS 4.33 

 14.5 mm KPVT (in RL has BTR-60) 

 7.62 PKT ((in RL has BTR-60) 

 LAAW (this models all RPG type weapon in Falcon BMS4.33) 

 7.62 mm AK-47 (this models the firepower of and inf. squad) 

BTR-60 (SAM),this is needed to model the air defense platoon 

 14.5 mm KPVT (in RL has BTR-60) 

 7.62 PKT ((in RL has BTR-60) 

 SA-7, SA-14, or SA-16 depending on USSR/NSWP and exactd this, so in fact this means three 

variations 

BTR-60 (ATG),this is needed to model the anti-tank platoon of rifle company 

 14.5 mm KPVT (in RL has BTR-60) 

 7.62 PKT ((in RL has BTR-60) 

 AT-4 (9K111 Fagot) modeling the ATGM capability (AT-4 is not in DB, can be created also 

generalized ATGM for different era ATGMs, such as TOW/iTOW/TOW2, Fagot/Konkurs/Konkurs-

M, etc. So, in fact this means also three variations. 

 

Same variations can be done with BTR-70, BTR-80 with the weapons what fit in their era, and of course same for 

blue units with M113, M2 or any other IFV/APC. Using the variations of different vehicles is possible to build up 

different battalions for different era. 

4.2 Effect of rescale 

We have battalion level unit in Falcon DB system it is called battalion. The next level is brigade in Falcon and one 

level above is division. I have no idea campaign AI how use brigade or division links but I guess they are exist for 

good or at least some reasons.  

What is called “bridage” in Falcon system should be treated for WPACT and other REDFOR forces as regiment and 

for other some countries as brigade. Of course even with this 100% good sturcture cannot be modeled – one 

brigade in Falcon can have only five battalions – but at least make possible to mimic the real life structure. 

First of all to set up and determine a sturcture of battalion you have to consider how you wish build campaigns. 

Because of limitation of engine, framerate, etc. in campains you have to rescale the qty. of battalinos and 

squadrons both sides for gameplay, gamebalance and performance resons either.  

Considering these factor I explain some “base” battalions to show the concept as I have done with different 

variations of vehicles. Of course depending on era and how advanced force you wish to model it is possible to 

create literally infinte type of battalions, these are only example battalions for USSR and some general NSWP 

battalions. 
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Let’s start with a motorized rifle battalion in the late ’70 / very early ‘80s. It is pointless to model earlier Soviet 

battalion because of limitation of database, the environment and gameplay. This battalion represents the 

strengthened motorized rifle battalion by the 1/3 of the tank battalion from the regiment with minimal support 

force. When I create this or any battalion the followings should be considered: 

 Keeping the ratio between IFV or APC comparing to tanks as close as possible. 

 A part of support units of balltaion should be modeled, for ex. mortars and air defene platoon and 

SHORADs in the battalion itself because is no guarantee if you put into an independent battalion the 

AD units they follow the combat battalion. They have to be integrated into the battalion. 

 The “radar slot” is give to radar AAA because it is less likely player aim on that and AI emitting time is 

also lower. If the vehicle in “radar slot” is dead the SA-8 in battalion remains silent forever. 

 The difficulty level should not be effect on air defense, on ace level maybe an exrta MANPAD could be 

added 

 Even on rookie level the qty. of AD units are over modeled it is not a problem becase in Falcon no 

matter how many radar SAM are in a single battalion only one can fire and guide missile. So even if 

two SA-8s are in a single battalion, it means only “qty. backup” the second does not not provide and 

extra target channel as they would do in real life. 

 Another factor is how you can “hide” the air defense units is the battalion. When a battalion moves in 

a column makes more easily detectable and air defense unit if all other slots are filled wit 2x or 3x 

vehucles while the SAM/AAA in the slot uses 1x vehicles. So you have to play with positions and qty. 

also in battalions which limits strongly the total unit qty. in a single battalion. You can see some 

examples on the screenshots below. 

 
Does not matter you do not have exact VID. The big goup is consisted by 3x vehicles in slots  

(are 4 slots in within the marked area) while air defense is a single vehicle in the slot. 
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Same, from closer distance and different angle. 

 
A bit more distant. 
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Yes, is only barely seen the difference but on high resolution TGP or MAV MFD screen the taks is much more easier. 

BMS4.33 cannot model the difference between old/new TGP and/or MAV resolution. 

4.3 Example battalions 

4.3.1 “Fighting” battalions 

(1a) Soviet motorized battalion (BTR) with  Osa (SA-8)– late ’70s 
slot 

number 
vehicle APC/IFV vehicle tank 

vehicle 
air defense 

vehicle 
artillery 

qty. 
radar  
slot 

0  T-64   2  

1 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

2 BTR-60(rif)    3  

3  T-64   2  

4   ZSU-23-4  2 X 

5 BTR-60 (ATG)***    2  

6    82 mm mortar 3  

7   SA-9**  2  

8  T-64   2  

9 
BTR-60 
(SAM) 

   3  

10   SA-8  2  

11 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

12  T-64   2  

13 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

14 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

15 
BTR-60 
(SAM) 

   2  

rookie 
veteran 

ace 

14 (3x SAM)* 
17 (3x SAM)* 
22 (5x SAM)* 

6 
8 
8 

6 
6 
6 

3 
3 
3 

29 
34 
39 

 

*  SAM is Strela-3(SA-14) or Igla-1 (SA-16) 

**  Strela-10 (SA-13) was available in late ‘70s but I gave only SA-9 

***  9K1111 Fagot (AT-4)  
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This can serve the 2x battalion in the mot rifle regiment which has regiment level (SA-9/13 + ZSU-23-4) and 

division level (SA-8) air defense. On the next page is a same combat size battalion but without air defense, this is 

the reserve battalion. (Regiment level AD is marked with red, divison level AD is marked with pink.) 

(1b) Soviet motorized battalion (BTR) no air defense – late ’70s 
slot 

number 
vehicle APC/IFV vehicle tank 

vehicle 
air defense 

vehicle 
artillery 

qty. 
radar  
slot 

0  T-64   2  

1 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

2 BTR-60(rif)    3  

3  T-64   2  

4 BTR-60 (ATG)***    2  

5    82 mm mortar 3  

6  T-64   2  

7 
BTR-60 
(SAM) 

   3  

8 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

9       

10       

11       

12  T-64   2  

13 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

14 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

15 
BTR-60 
(SAM) 

   2  

rookie 
veteran 

ace 

14 (3x SAM)* 
17 (3x SAM)* 
22 (5x SAM)* 

6 
8 
8 

0 
0 
0 

3 
3 
3 

23 
28 
33 

 

The (2a) is similar to (1a) motorized rifle battalion but with better SHORAD SA-9 --> SA-13. Of course this also has 

the same (2b) variation without ZSU-23-4, SA-13 and SA-8. 

(2a) Soviet motorized battalion (BTR) with Osa (SA-8)– mid ’80s 
slot 

number 
vehicle APC/IFV vehicle tank 

vehicle 
air defense 

vehicle 
artillery 

qty. 
radar  
slot 

0  T-80   2  

1 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

2 BTR-60(rif)    3  

3  T-80   2  

4   ZSU-23-4  2 X 

5 BTR-60 (ATG)**    2  

6    82 mm mortar 3  

7   SA-13  2  

8  T-80   2  

9 
BTR-60 
(SAM) 

   3  

10   SA-8  2  

11 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

12  T-80   2  

13 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

14 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

15 
BTR-60 
(SAM) 

   2  

rookie 
veteran 

ace 

14 (3x SAM)* 
17 (3x SAM)* 
22 (5x SAM)* 

6 
8 
8 

6 
6 
6 

3 
3 
3 

29 
34 
39 

 

*  SAM is Igla-1 (SA-16) or Igla (SA-18) 

**  9M113 Konkurs (AT-5)  
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(2b) Soviet motorized battalion (BTR) no air defense – mid ’80s 
slot 

number 
vehicle APC/IFV vehicle tank 

vehicle 
air defense 

vehicle 
artillery 

qty. 
radar  
slot 

0  T-80   2  

1 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

2 BTR-60(rif)    3  

3  T-80   2  

4 BTR-60 (ATG)**    2  

5    82 mm mortar 3  

6  T-80   2  

7 
BTR-60 
(SAM) 

   3  

8 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

9       

10       

11       

12  T-80   2  

13 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

14 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

15 
BTR-60 
(SAM) 

   2  

rookie 
veteran 

ace 

14 (3x SAM)* 
17 (3x SAM)* 
22 (5x SAM)* 

6 
8 
8 

0 
0 
0 

3 
3 
3 

23 
28 
33 

 

 

The ‘90s variant is also similar to (1a) and (2a) motorized rifle battalios but with better SHORAD instead  

ZSU-23-4 + SA-13 has SA-19, SA-8 ---> SA-15. Of course this can have the same (3b) variation without SA-19 and 

SA-15. 

(3a) Soviet motorized battalion (BTR) with Tor (SA-15)– early ’90s 
slot 

number 
vehicle APC/IFV vehicle tank 

vehicle 
air defense 

vehicle 
artillery 

qty. 
radar  
slot 

0  T-80   2  

1 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

2 BTR-60(rif)    3  

3  T-80   2  

4     2  

5 BTR-60 (ATG)**    2  

6    82 mm mortar 3  

7   SA-19  2 X 

8  T-80   2  

9 
BTR-60 
(SAM) 

   3  

10   SA-15  2  

11 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

12  T-80   2  

13 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

14 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

15 
BTR-60 
(SAM) 

   2  

rookie 
veteran 

ace 

14 (3x SAM)* 
17 (3x SAM)* 
22 (5x SAM)* 

6 
8 
8 

4 
4 
4 

3 
3 
3 

29 
34 
39 

 

*  SAM is Igla-1 (SA-16) or Igla (SA-18) 

**  9M113 Konkurs (AT-5)  
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(3b) Soviet motorized battalion (BTR) without air defense – early ’90s 
slot 

number 
vehicle APC/IFV vehicle tank 

vehicle 
air defense 

vehicle 
artillery 

qty. 
radar  
slot 

0  T-80   2  

1 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

2 BTR-60(rif)    3  

3  T-80   2  

4     2  

5 BTR-60 (ATG)**    2  

6    82 mm mortar 3  

7  T-80   2  

8 
BTR-60 
(SAM) 

   3  

9 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

10       

11       

12  T-80   2  

13 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

14 BTR-60 (rif)    3  

15 
BTR-60 
(SAM) 

   2  

rookie 
veteran 

ace 

14 (3x SAM)* 
17 (3x SAM)* 
22 (5x SAM)* 

6 
8 
8 

0 
0 
0 

3 
3 
3 

25 
30 
35 

 

Following this concept is easy to build up a similar battalion but instead BTR with BMP to BMP equipped 

regiments. From 3x battalions only 1x was equipped with BMPs the another two were with BTRs. Just simply swap 

the BTR vehicles in previous examples to BMP-1/2 to get such battalion for the regiment with BMPs. 

I recommend to designate 1xBMP and 1xBTR with airdefense, and the thrid is equipped with BTRs but without 

any air defense (reserve battalion in RL.) The BMP-1/2 battalion (4 and 5) does not have a/b label because it does 

not have variant without regiment and division are defense. (* In this case maybe mechanized would be better 

term.) 

(4) Soviet motorized* battalion (BMP) with Osa (SA-8)– late ’70s 
slot 

number 
vehicle APC/IFV vehicle tank 

vehicle 
air defense 

vehicle 
artillery 

qty. 
radar  
slot 

0  T-64   2  

1 BMP-1 (rif)    3  

2 BMP-1(rif)    3  

3  T-64   2  

4   ZSU-23-4  2 X 

5 BMP-1 (ATG)**    2  

6    82 mm mortar 3  

7   SA-9  2  

8  T-64   2  

9 
BMP-1 
(SAM) 

   3  

10   SA-8  2  

11 BMP-1 (rif)    3  

12  T-64   2  

13 BMP-1 (rif)    3  

14 BMP-1 (rif)    3  

15 
BMP-2 
(SAM) 

   2  

rookie 
veteran 

ace 

14 (3x SAM)* 
17 (3x SAM)* 
22 (5x SAM)* 

6 
8 
8 

6 
6 
6 

3 
3 
3 

29 
34 
39 
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(5a) Soviet motorized* battalion (BMP) with Osa (SA-8)– mid ’80s 
slot 

number 
vehicle APC/IFV vehicle tank 

vehicle 
air defense 

vehicle 
artillery 

qty. 
radar  
slot 

0  T-80   2  

1 BMP-2 (rif)    3  

2 BMP-2(rif)    3  

3  T-80   2  

4   ZSU-23-4  2 X 

5 BMP-2 (ATG)**    2  

6    82 mm mortar 3  

7   SA-13  2  

8  T-80   2  

9 
BMP-2 
(SAM) 

   3  

10   SA-8  2  

11 BMP-2 (rif)    3  

12  T-80   2  

13 BMP-2 (rif)    3  

14 BMP-2 (rif)    3  

15 
BMP-2 
(SAM) 

   2  

rookie 
veteran 

ace 

14 (3x SAM)* 
17 (3x SAM)* 
22 (5x SAM)* 

6 
8 
8 

6 
6 
6 

3 
3 
3 

29 
34 
39 

 

So the regiment (which is called brigade in Falcon) still has 2x free battalion slots. The 4th slot can model the 

support artyillery battalion combined with regiment HQ, and the last can model freely anything. It can be recon 

company or anti-tank missile battery or combined with both. 

 
The mortar battery and the anti-tank platton are the part of the motorized battalion. 
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Even the motorized rifle company has ATGM by integrated anti-tank platoon. 

 

On the nex page is the howitzer battalion, which in on right above on the diagram. 
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(6) Howtizer (artillery battalion) + regiment HQ – mid ’80s 

slot 
number 

vehicle APC/IFV vehicle tank 
vehicle 

air defense 

vehicle 
artillery 
+ other 

qty. 
radar  
slot 

0       

1       

2       

3       

4    KrAz F 255B 2  

5    KrAz F 255F 1  

6    2S1 Gvoz 2  

7 *BTR-60 (SAM)    1  

8    2S1 Gvoz 2  

9 *BTR-60 (SAM)    1  

10    2S1 Gvoz 2  

11 BTR-60    1  

12    2S1 Gvoz 2  

13       

14       

15       

rookie 
veteran 

ace 

3 
3 
3 

 
 
 

 
 
 

6 
8 
8 

12 
14 
14 

 

*  SAM is Igla-1 (SA-16) or Igla (SA-18) 

 

 
Anti-tank missile battery and the recon company. 
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Below is a combined  recon company with antitank battery. 

(7) recon company + antiank battery – late ‘70s 

slot 
number 

vehicle APC/IFV vehicle tank 
vehicle 

air defense 

vehicle 
artillery 
+ other 

qty. 
radar  
slot 

0       

1       

2       

3       

4       

5    BMP-1 1  

6    BRDM-AT 2  

7    BMP-1 1  

8    BRDM-AT 2  

9    KrAz F 255B 1  

10    BRDM2 2  

11    BRDM-AT 1  

12    BRDM2 2  

13    BRDM-AT 1  

14       

15       

rookie 
veteran 

ace 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

9 
12 
12 

10 
13 
13 
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(8) tank battalion –late ‘70s 

slot 
number 

vehicle APC/IFV vehicle tank 
vehicle 

air defense 

vehicle 
artillery 
+ other 

qty. 
radar  
slot 

0  T-64   2  

1  T-72   1  

2  T-64   2  

3  T-64   1  

4   ZSU-23-4  2 X 

5  T-72   1  

6  T-64   2  

7  T-64   1  

8   SA-9  2  

9  T-64   1  

10  T-64   2  

11  T-64   1  

12  T-72   2  

13  T-64   1  

14  T-64   2  

15       

rookie 
veteran 

ace 
 

16 
19 
21 

4 
4 
4 

 
20 
23 
25 

 

 

(9) tank battalion –mid ‘80s 

slot 
number 

vehicle APC/IFV vehicle tank 
vehicle 

air defense 

vehicle 
artillery 
+ other 

qty. 
radar  
slot 

0  T-80   2  

1  T-72   1  

2  T-80   2  

3  T-80   1  

4   ZSU-23-4  2 X 

5  T-72   1  

6  T-80   2  

7  T-80   1  

8   SA-13  2  

9  T-80   1  

10  T-80   2  

11  T-80   1  

12  T-72   2  

13  T-80   1  

14  T-80   2  

15       

rookie 
veteran 

ace 
 

16 
19 
21 

4 
4 
4 

 
20 
23 
25 

 

 

So now we have seen these example battalions. With these battalions we can build up a part this two major type 

of divsions a motorized rifle division with SA-8 or with SA-6 divison level air defense. In battalions are the 

integrated regiment level air defense the ZSU-23-4 and Strela-10 (SA-13) and SA-8 also if the division has SA-8 and 

not SA-6. If SA-6 is the divisional level air defense the battalions with air defense has only SA-13 and ZSU-23-4 but 

no Osa in the battalion. In case of SA-6, the SAMs are not part of battalion they are independent battalions in the 

division. 
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4.3.2 Air defense example battalions for division, army and front level air defense 

An SA-6 (Kub) battery can be this. Besides medium range SAM for close self defense it can have MANPAD 

defense. 

(10) SA-6 battery –mid ‘80s 

slot 
number 

vehicle APC/IFV vehicle tank 
vehicle 

air defense 

vehicle 
artillery 
+ other 

qty. 
radar  
slot 

0    SA-6 2  

1    SA-6 2  

2    SA-6 2  

3    Straight Flush 1 X 

4    Kraz T 225B 2  

5    Kraz F 255B 2  

6 BTR-60 (SAM)    1  

7       

8       

9       

10       

11       

12       

13       

14       

15       

rookie 
veteran 

ace 
    

12 
12 
12 
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Below are the two different motorozied rifle divisions. In the example below you can see such division which has 

mixed equipment, the 1st regiment has more advanced, mid ‘80s equipment, the 2nd and 3rd have only late ‘70s. 

The tank regiment has mixed roster, two battalion has ‘80s and one has ‘70s vehicles. In RL as I know full 

regiments got new vehicles and not battalions independently in the regiment and was not mixed battalions but I 

think we can live with such abstraction considering limitations of the database. 

Motorized rifle divison with Osa (SA-8) air defense – ’70-80s mixed 

Division  
Regiment 
(Brigade) 

 Battalion 

(11) divison HQ 
+arty regiment 

Division 

- 

motorized rifle 
regiment 

1st regiment 

(2a) Soviet motorized battalion (BTR) with Osa (SA-8) 
mid ’80s 

(13) engineer 
battalion 

- 
(5a) Soviet motorized battalion (BMP) with Osa (SA-8)  

mid ’80s 

(14) anti-tank 
battalion 

- 
(2b) Soviet motorized battalion (BTR) no air defense mid 

’80s 

(12) recon 
battalion 

- 
(7) recon company + antiank battery  

late ‘70s 

- - 
(6) The Howtizer (artillery battalion) + regiment HQ  

mid ’80s 

- - 

motorized rifle 
regiment 

2nd regiment 

(1a) Soviet motorized battalion (BTR) with Osa (SA-8) 
late ’70s 

- - 
(4) Soviet motorized battalion (BMP) with Osa (SA-8)  

late ‘70s 

- - 
(1b) Soviet motorized battalion (BTR) no air defense  

late ’70s 

- - 
(7) recon company + antiank battery  

late ‘70s 

- - 
(6) The Howtizer (artillery battalion) + regiment HQ  

mid ’80s 

- - 

motorized rifle 
regiment 

3rd regiment 

(1a) Soviet motorized battalion (BTR) with Osa (SA-8) 
late ’70s 

- - 
(4) Soviet motorized battalion (BMP) with Osa (SA-8)  

late ‘70s 

- - 
(1b) Soviet motorized battalion (BTR) no air defense  

late ’70s 

- - 
(7) recon company + antiank battery  

late ‘70s 

- - 
(6) The Howtizer (artillery battalion) + regiment HQ  

mid ’80s 

- - 

tank regiment 
4th regiment 

(9) Soviet tank battalion 
mid ‘80s 

- - 
(9) Soviet tank battalion 

mid ‘80s 

- - 
(8) Soviet tank battalion 

late ‘70s 

- - 
(6) The Howtizer (artillery battalion) + regiment HQ  

mid ’80s 

- - Free slot, any for any support units. 
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Motorized rifle divison with Osa (SA-6) air defense –  ’70-80s mixed 

Division  
Regiment 
(Brigade) 

 Battalion 

(11) divison HQ 
+arty regiment 

Division 

- 

motorized rifle 
regiment 

1st regiment 

(2c) Soviet motorized battalion (BTR) without  
Osa (SA-8) mid ’80s 

(13) engineer 
battalion 

- 
(5b) Soviet motorized battalion (BMP) without 

 Osa (SA-8) mid ’80s 

(14) anti-tank 
battalion 

- 
(2b) Soviet motorized battalion (BTR) no air defense 

mid ’80s 

(12) recon 
battalion 

- 
(7) recon company + antiank battery  

late ‘70s 

(10) SA-6 battery - 
(6) The Howtizer (artillery battalion) + regiment HQ  

mid ’80s 

(10) SA-6 battery - 

motorized rifle 
regiment 

2nd regiment 

(2c) Soviet motorized battalion (BTR) without  
Osa (SA-8) mid ’80s 

(10) SA-6 battery - 
(5b) Soviet motorized battalion (BMP) without 

 Osa (SA-8) mid ’80s 

(10) SA-6 battery - 
(2b) Soviet motorized battalion (BTR) no air defense 

mid ’80s 

(10) SA-6 battery - 
(7) recon company + antiank battery  

late ‘70s 

- - 
(6) The Howtizer (artillery battalion) + regiment HQ  

mid ’80s 

- - 

motorized rifle 
regiment 

3rd regiment 

(2c) Soviet motorized battalion (BTR) without  
Osa (SA-8) mid ’80s 

- - 
(5b) Soviet motorized battalion (BMP) without 

 Osa (SA-8) mid ’80s 

- - 
(2b) Soviet motorized battalion (BTR) no air defense 

mid ’80s 

- - 
(7) recon company + antiank battery  

late ‘70s 

- - 
(6) The Howtizer (artillery battalion) + regiment HQ  

mid ’80s 

- - 

tank regiment 
4th regiment 

(9) Soviet tank battalion 
mid ‘80s 

- - 
(9) Soviet tank battalion 

mid ‘80s 

- - 
(8) Soviet tank battalion 

late ‘70s 

- - 
(6) The Howtizer (artillery battalion) + regiment HQ  

mid ’80s 

- - Free slot, any for any support units. 

Yes, some of the battalions are not shown above, but names in charts are self explaining. The regiment level air 

defense are available in the same way as in first division the difference is in presence of Osa.  In (2c), (5b) 

battalions are the same equipment as in (2a) or (5a), but without SA-8 (Osa). 

In regiment column I did not placed any battalion which can model support units on brigade level. 

These are idealized divisions assuming all are filled with Soviet troops with full air defense. In section 3. I 

explained the main deviations in air defense of NSWP.  

 This means in case we wish to model weaker NSWP divsions such battalions have to be made in certain 

cases with less or no regiment level air defense at all if we are speaking SA-9/13, SA-8 and ZSU-23-4. 

 Modeling the less SA-6 batteries is done on campaign level not in the database. Simply less SA-6 batteries 

should be given/placed for a divison. Each SA-6 should have only 4x launchers and not 6x as currently in 

database. 

 In case a divsion does not have SA-6 and S-60 AAA regiment has to be used. 
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A division in case lack of division level SAM has 4x S-60 batteries. They have to be placed in campaigns manually 

and is no guarantee they follow the figthing units. Minimal MANPAD defese can be added. Such old units likely 

never had advanced MANPAD so I recommend SA-7 equipped BTR-60. (Fire Can = SON-9) 

(12) S-60 battery with fire control radar 

slot 
number 

vehicle APC/IFV vehicle tank 
vehicle 

air defense 

vehicle 
artillery 
+ other 

qty. 
radar  
slot 

0   S-60  2  

1   S-60  2  

2   S-60  2  

3    Fire Can 1 X 

4 BTR-60 (SAM)    1  

5    Kraz T 225B 2  

6    Kraz F 255B 2  

7       

8       

9       

10       

11       

12       

13       

14       

15       

rookie 
veteran 

ace 
    

12 
12 
12 

 

 

A fully army with x5 divisions should have x9 (USSR) or x6 (some NSWP) firing batteries per army. These firing 

battalions are grouped in battalinos as was explained on page 10. Every battalions has one Long track radar. 

Becase of GCI modeling of Falcon the Long Track radar can be forgotten or simply can be created and EW 

battalion which contains only long range radar and minimal qty. of fighting unit to avoid surrender in campaign or 

TE in case is no friendly ground force close. 

(11) 2K11 Krug (SA-4) firing battalion (battery) 

slot 
number 

vehicle APC/IFV vehicle tank 
vehicle 

air defense 

vehicle 
artillery 
+ other 

qty. 
radar  
slot 

0    SA-4 1  

1    SA-4 1  

2    SA-4 1  

3    Pat Hand 1 X 

4    Kraz T 225B 2  

5    Kraz F 255B 2  

6 BTR-60 (SAM)    1  

7       

8       

9       

10       

11       

12       

13       

14       

15       

rookie 
veteran 

ace 
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The capability of the Buk firing unit cannot be fully modeled. It can have only a single target channel instead one 

regardless two 9A310(M1) TELARS are assigned. Giving the radar slot to BTR-60 (SAM) unit provide even if you kill 

one of the TELAR the firing unit still remain active. Of course players should not be aware of trick. If somebody 

destroy the BTR-60 (SAM) with any weapon without killing TELARs battalion becomes disfunctional. Of course the 

BTR cannot be attacked with ARM and going close to Buk is very, very dangerous. So the multi target capability 

cannot be modeled but the survivabilty or Buk can. 

These firing batteries are grouped close to each one, 3x firing units consist a single battery, x4 batteries are in a 

full Buk brigade. In Falcon this means 12 (!) fire channel for a single army which is quite hard comparing to current 

level of air defense. Of course these batteries should be placed manually in campaigns and is no guarantee they 

keep the formation.  

From gameplay aspect I prefer the better modeled survivability and brutal firepower than putting the full battery 

into a full battalion. I would concentrate the firepower into a single battalion but it would man much less 

survivability even with radar slot trick. The (13a) is the preferred solution, but just for being informative (13b) 

shows hot it would look the battery as modeled a battalion. 

(13a) BukM-1 (SA-11) firing unit 

slot 
number 

vehicle APC/IFV vehicle tank 
vehicle 

air defense 

vehicle 
artillery 
+ other 

qty. 
radar  
slot 

0    9A310(M1) 1  

1    9A310(M1) 1  

2    9A39(M1) 1  

3 BTR-60 (SAM)    1 X 

4    Kraz T 225B 2  

5    Kraz F 255B 2  

6       

7       

8       

9       

10       

11       

12       

13       

14       

15       

rookie 
veteran 

ace 
    

8 
8 
8 
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(13b) BukM-1 (SA-11) battery 

slot 
number 

vehicle APC/IFV vehicle tank 
vehicle 

air defense 

vehicle 
artillery 
+ other 

qty. 
radar  
slot 

0    9A310(M1) 3  

1    9A310(M1) 3  

2    9A39(M1) 3  

3 BTR-60 (SAM)    1 X 

4    Kraz T 225B 2  

5    Kraz F 255B 2  

6 BTR-60 (SAM)    1  

7    Kraz T 225B 2  

8    Kraz F 255B 2  

9       

10       

11       

12       

13       

14       

15       

rookie 
veteran 

ace 
    

19 
19 
19 
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For S-300V even the TELARs because of the Grill Pan is not necessary model the firing units as battalions. If the 

Grill Pan is killed the battery is disabled. If we wish model the vulerability by killing the Grill Pan it is not possible 

to model S-300V with firing units as battalions. Because simultaneous engagement capability cannot be modeled 

this means S-300V firpower in Falcon be much more under modeled as Buk.  

Even this modeling S-300V still can be the queen of long range mobile army defense systems. Considering the 

scale of modeling the less target channel is maybe not so bad. Even 4x target channels with such long range and 

ECM resistant SAM system on a 150-200 km frontline in Falcon is quite brutal because lack of strategic assests 

which can attack it. Where can be more the ABM missiles is Falcon can be used only against AC.  

The High Screen radar can be modeled similarly to Long Track radar of SA-4 brigades, independent battalions with 

radar and minimal fighting units and maybe MANPAD defense. Of course these batteries should be placed 

manually in campaigns similar to Krug or Buk units. 

(14) S-300V battery (3x firing units) 

slot 
number 

vehicle APC/IFV vehicle tank 
vehicle 

air defense 

vehicle 
artillery 
+ other 

qty. 
radar  
slot 

0 BTR-60 (SAM)    1  

1    9A83 2  

2    9A83 2  

3    9A85 1  

4    Grill Pan 2 X 

5    9A83 2  

6    9A83 2  

7    9A85 1  

8    9A83 2  

9    9A83 2  

10    9A85 1  

11 BTR-60 (SAM)    1  

12       

13       

14       

15       

rookie 
veteran 

ace 
    

18 
18 
18 

 

 


